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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2016026649A1] The invention relates to a sash/leaf lift (17, 17') for a window or a door comprising a main body (19) and a supporting
lever (21) supported on the main body, which supporting lever can be pivoted between a swung-out position and a swung-in position and interacts
with a supporting element (25) by means of a contact segment (23) in such a way that the supporting element (25) hits the contact segment (23)
of the swung-out supporting lever (21) as the sash/leaf hits the frame, whereby the supporting lever (21) is swung into the swung-in position and is
supported on the supporting element (25) in the swung-in position, the sash/leaf being raised. A bearing shaft (27) supporting the supporting lever
(21) can be displaced in relation to the main body (19) in order to change the height position of the contact segment (23), wherein a transfer device
(60, 60') is provided, which effects a displacement of the bearing shaft (27) in an adjustment direction when the supporting lever (21) is swung in the
direction of the swung-in position but prevents a displacement of the bearing shaft (27) against the adjustment direction when the supporting lever
(21) is swung in the direction of the swung-out position.
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